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Hookah Plus Inc
05/07/2021 03:18 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention. Hookah Plus, Inc.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.

Thank you for your attention.
HOOKAH PLUS.INC
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Ashraf Horus
05/07/2021 03:20 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.

Thank you for your attention.
Ashraf Horus
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Dyon Derman
05/07/2021 03:04 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention. Dyon WON

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.

Thank you for your attention.
Dyon WON Derman – Email: Dwonderman@post.com
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Amy Anderson
05/07/2021 01:14 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

Amy Anderson
amyanderson@mail.com
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Jason Yerbonias
05/07/2021 01:16 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

Jason Yerbonias
JasonYerbonias@workmail.com
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Ron Miller
05/07/2021 01:21 PM
18-1104
We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we
take it personally that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in
the upcoming flavor ban aimed against Vape in general and
including banning Menthol. We agree with you in banning both
VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar are both traditional
and have culture and history. Please adopt and mirror the text
from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom has signed, It
will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and
Senate months to come to this bill language after the Hookah
industry came to terms with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart
Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others. Again please remember
to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

We are Hookah enthusiasts of the City of Los Angeles, and we take it personally
that you are trying to include Hookah/Shisha in the upcoming flavor ban aimed
against Vape in general and including banning Menthol.
We agree with you in banning both VAPE and MENTHOL, but Hookah and Cigar
are both traditional and have culture and history.
Please adopt and mirror the text from SENATE BILL 793 that Governor Newsom
has signed, It will become Law sooner or later, please, do not try to reinvent the
wheel and accept the fact that it took both our State Assembly and Senate
months to come to this bill language after the Hookah industry came to terms
with advocates of Lung Cancer, Heart Cancer, Tobacco Free Kids among others.
Again please remember to exempt Hookah/Shisha in your flavor ban that WE
SUPPORT.
Thank you for your attention.

Ron Miller
ronmiller74@pacificwest.com

